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Science question
ØSouthern Ocean > 60% of heat and > 25% of CO2ant uptake
- Uptake processes ?
- Transfer processes ?
- A few standing meanders where the ACC encounters rough
topography are known to play crucial role
3-dimensional survey of a standing meander
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Mid-October to mid-November 2018 Cruise

Shorter time and space scales
processes within the tortured
large scale ACC
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Mid-October to mid-November 2018 Cruise
Plan :
- Deployment of a fleet of
EM-APEX profiling floats
- Deployment of drifters
- 88 full depth CTDs
- 33 Microstructure Vertical
Profiles
- 400km of Triaxus cont.
profiling (0-300m)
- Deployment of mooring
- Station repeat several times
over inertial cycles
- +BGC sampling
- High Res Model
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Sub-mesoscale in the Sub-Antarctic Front
what preparation for the SWOT Satellite ?
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Sub-mesoscale in the Sub-Antarctic Front
what preparation for the SWOT Satellite ?
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Actions :
-

SWOT meeting
2018 Cruise plan
SWOT validation Science Plan
Feed experience from 2018 cruise into
SWOT validation science plan
- Prepare MNF application for April
2019 (or earlier)
- evaluate possibilities / develop plan of
measurements :
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Actions :

Challenges :

SWOT meeting ☆
2018 Cruise plan ☆
SWOT validation Science Plan
Feed experience from 2018
cruise into SWOT validation
science plan
- Prepare MNF application for
April 2019 (or earlier)
- Evaluate possibilities /
develop plan of measurements :

- Maximize the Science impact
- Optimize the relevance to /
benefit from SWOT

-

- Ideally the big cruise during
the 1d cal/val phase
- Mitigate the timing of
science operations with
season, satellite schedule,
ship schedule
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Actions :

Challenges :

SWOT meeting ☆
2018 Cruise plan ☆
SWOT validation Science Plan
Feed experience from 2018
cruise into SWOT validation
science plan
- Prepare MNF application for
April 2019 (or earlier)
- Evaluate possibilities /
develop plan of measurements :

- Maximize the Science impact
- Optimize the relevance to /
benefit from SWOT

-

- Ideally the big cruise during
the 1d cal/val phase
- Mitigate the timing of
science operations with
season, satellite schedule,
ship schedule

Plan to maximize the success through adversity
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Evaluate possibilities / develop plan of measurements :
-

Moorings
CTDs
Triaxus/seasor/toyo…
Drifters, what kind ?
ARGOs, what kind ? classic, BGC, EM-APEX, deep floats ?
Gliders ?
AUVs ?
BGC ?
Other in situ (air/sea, etc..)?
Other remote sensing validation/use ?
Second ship to do the fast profiling ?
…

Any idea, contribution, aim to collaborate : benoit.legresy@csiro.au
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On the nonequivalent barotropic structure of the Antarctic
Circumpolar
Current:
An observational
perspective
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Key Points:
! EM-APEX observations reveal
detailed vertical structure of ACC
velocity
! Rotation of horizontal velocity with
depth is not equivalent barotropic
! Strong vertical motion is tied to the
phase of meanders in the ACC

JGR,2015
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Stationary Rossby waves dominate
subduction of anthropogenic
carbon in the Southern Ocean
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The Southern Ocean has taken up more than 40% of the total anthropogenic carbon (Cant) stored in
the oceans since the preindustrial era, mainly in subantarctic mode and intermediate waters (SAMWAAIW). However, the physical mechanisms responsible for the transfer of Cant into the ocean interior
remain poorly understood. Here, we use high resolution (1/10°) ocean simulations to investigate these
mechanisms at the SAMW-AAIW subduction hotspots. Mesoscale Stationary Rossby Waves (SRWs),
generated where the Antarctic Circumpolar Current interacts with topography, make the dominant
contribution to the Cant transfer in SAMW-AAIW in the Indian and Pacific sectors (66% and 95%
respectively). Eddy-resolving simulations reproduce the observed Cant sequestration in these layers,
while lower spatial resolution models, that do not reproduce SRWs, underestimate the inventory of Cant
in these layers by 40% and overestimate the storage in denser layers. A key implication is that climate
model simulations, that lack sufficient resolution to represent sequestration by SRWs, are therefore
likely to overestimate the residence time of Cant in the ocean, with implications for simulated rates of
climate change.

By sequestering more than 25% of anthropogenic CO2 emissions every year, the oceans mitigate the rate of climate change1,2. The Southern Ocean in particular is an important contributor to anthropogenic carbon (Cant)
sequestration, accounting for approximately 40% of the total ocean uptake1,3,4. Despite the importance of the
Southern Ocean, the physical mechanisms responsible for carbon exchanges between the well-ventilated surface
mixed-layer and the ocean interior and the pathways by which carbon (natural and anthropogenic) is sequestered
into the ocean interior remain poorly understood2,5–7. At present our understanding of carbon uptake and storage
is based on sparse observations and coarse resolution models6,8,9. There is a need to evaluate how eddies may alter
the uptake and storage.
In the Southern Ocean density surfaces shoal southwards across the ACC, which exposes dense waters to
the atmosphere and connects the surface layer with the ocean interior. Heat, oxygen and Cant are efficiently
taken up by the ocean near the Polar front because the upwelled waters are constantly transported away from
the uptake zone through Ekman transport10. Further north, waters sinking on the northern flank of the ACC
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jet and surface isotherms (a). The interaction of the meander with the base of the winter mixed layer transfers the 26.8 to 27 density layers, due to sequestration in denser density class
fluid in and out of the ocean interior (blue arrows). Cant–rich waters are injected below the mixed layer during R2015a (http://www.mathworks.com/).
the downwelling/northward deviation of the meander, and Cant-low water are1CSIRO
pushed
out and
of itAtmosphere,
during theCastray Esplanade, Hobart, TAS 7000, Australia. 2Antarctic Climate and Ecosystems
Oceans
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